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AIRCRAFT TRAINHNG- AE’EBARATUS 130R Silt/EU 
LATING THE PRGFELLER SYSTEM OF TUTLZEU 
PRGPELLER AllZiCRAFT 

Roscoe H. Goodwin, Allendale, N .1, assignor to Curtiss 
Wright Corporation, a corporation of Deiaware 

Original No. 2,975,533, dated Apr. 18, 1%1, Eer. No. 
700,830, Dec. 5, 1957. Application for reissue lune 12, 
1962, Ser. No. $53,689 

24 Ciaims. (Cl. 35-12) 
Matter enclosed in heavy brackets E: 1 appears in the 

original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This invention relates to ground apparatus for train 
ing aircraft personnel, and in particular to apparatus for 
simulating the operation and control of turbine driven 
propellers of so-called turbo-prop aircraft. 

Simulation of the operation of constant speed, varia 
ble pitch aircraft propellers driven by reciprocating piston 
engines is disclosed by the prior art, an example being 
US. Patent No. 2,788,589 granted April 16, 1957 to 
Robert G. Stern. The simulation however of turbine~ 
propeller systems has not heretofore to the best of my 
knowledge been satisfactorily accomplished. This simu 
lation involves unique and quite different problems due 
to the radical differences between the high speed gas 
turbine and the reciprocating engine with relation to the 
drive of a variable pitch propeller. These diiferences in 
volve the operating characteristics of the gas turbine and 
practical considerations such as the comparatively high 
inertia of the turbine assembly rotating at very high speed 
in its relation to the propeller blade angle control. 
A principal object of the invention is new and im 

proved simulating apparatus that is ef?cient and realistic 
in representing various phases of operation and control 
of the propeller system of turbo-propeller aircraft, and 
that is valuable in the ground training of aircraft 
personnel. - 

The invention will ‘be more fully set forth in the fol 
lowing description referring to the accompanying draw 
ings, and the features of novelty will be pointed out with 
particularity in the claims annexed to and forming a part 
of this speci?cation. 

Referring to the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of the principal 

simulated propeller system controls and servo units in 
their relation to system relays used in the simulating sys 
tem of the present invention; 

FIG. 1A diagrammatically illustrates the control sys 
tem for the start valve relay used in the simulated turbine 
starting operation; 

FIG. 2 is a similar illustration of the circuitry for pro 
ducing the automatic governing correction signal, con 
trolling the propeller underspeed relay and synchroniz 
ing from a master control engine the remaining engines; 
FIG. 2A graphically illustrates the method of applying 

the synchronizing signal to the simulated slave engines of 
FIG. 2; 
FIG. 3 diagrammatically illustrates the simulated pro 

peller blade angle computing system; 
FIG. 4 is a similar illustration of the computing ap 

paratus for producing the simulated propeller load signal 
PL for the simulating. system; 

=FlG. 5 diagrammatically illustrates the computing ap 
paratus of the simulated turbine rpm. system, and 
FIG. 5A graphically illustrates the relation between 

the simulated engine torque and the torque function sig 
nal for a given value of propeller load as applied to the 
rpm. servo of FIG. 5. 
The present invention although not limited thereto, 
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is shown by way of example as applied to the simulation 
of a specific turbine driven propeller having in part a 
hydraulic control system, namely that of the Air Force 
C-130A aircraft; however it will be understood that the 
invention is also applicable as well to the simulation of 
electrical or other control systems for the propeller. In 
order to avoid duplication of disclosure, simulation of 
the system of ‘a single propeller unit of the aircraft is de 
scribed in detail, it being of course understood that this 
system may be duplicated in obvious manner for a mul 
tiple propeller system of this character. 
For a better understanding of the invention the aircraft 

equipment herein simulated in part will first be brie?y 
described. The propulsion and power units of the mod 
ern turbodpro-p aircraft comprise a variable pitch, con 
stant speed propeller that is driven through reduction 
gearing ‘by a high speed gas turbine rotating at optimum 
speed, say about 13,000‘ rpm. As more or less fuel is 
fed to the turbine to meet power requirements, the speed 
of the turbine-propeller combination is maintained con 
stant by automatic adjustment of the propeller blade 
angle so that the power absorbed by the propeller matches 
the turbine power. In the pilot’s compartment or cock 
pit of the aircraft is a set of primary controls for each 
engine, each set including a power lever, condition lever 
and so-called “panic” handle all operable by the pilot. 
In addition, there is a master engine synchronizing. 
switch and a set of electronic propeller governor switches. 
During normal ?ight operation the pilot is concerned only 
with the power lever which is movable through a con 
tinuous angle de?ning two distinct sectors or ranges of 
operation, namely, (1) a so~callcd BETA range (usually 
used for ground operation) wherein the power lever di-. 
rectly controls the propeller blade angle, starting with 
advance of the lever from full reverse pitch to about 9° 
positive pit-ch, and (2) an AUTOMATEC GOVERNING 
uange wherein the power lever controls the fuel supply 
to the turbine, and the propeller pitch is automatically 
adjusted by the regulator and acceleuation-sensitive means 
so as to maintain constant r.p.m. Thus the power lever, 
starting from the full reverse pitch position, may be 
advanced through the Beta range and into the automatic 
governing range up to the full or take-off (TO) power 
position, and vice versa, as conditions require. 
The condition lever has four positions, namely, (1) 

FEATHER, wherein the propeller can be feathered by 
main and auxiliary power systems upon failure of the 
turbine, (2) NORMAL, wherein the usual controls used 
in ?ight and for a ground start are available, (3) AIR 
START, wherein the blade I ngle is gradually decreased 
from feather so as to drive the turbine by “wiudmilliug" 
action preparatory to re?ning the turbine, and (4) 
GROUND STOP, wherein the fuel supply is curt-off. 
Supplemental to the condition lever in the NORMAL 
position is a start button that is used primarily for en 
er-gizing the starter motor. 
The “panic” handle is solely for Eemergy] emergency 

operation and overrides all‘ other controls. It functions 
to shut oif the fuel supply, discharge the CO2 system and 
feather the propeller, thus shutting down the power sys 
tem of the corresponding turbo-prop unit. 
The instruments in the cockpit that the pilot relies 

upon with reference to propeller control are the torque 
meter and the r.=p.m. meter. The torque meter indicates 
the amount of positive or negative torque at the propeller 
‘drive shaft, i.e. positive torque as evidenced by turbine 
drive of the propeller, and negative torque due to “wind 
milling” effect. The rpm. meter simply indicates the 
speed of the turbine. The turboprop aircraft is provided 
with a decoupling device between the propeller and tur 
bine so that the drive connection is decoupled when nega- - 
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tive torque exceeds a predetermined critical amount; thus, 
by observing the torque meter, the pilot can during an 
air start adjust the blade angle gradually for cranking 
the turbine so as not to exceed the maximum negative 
torque, namely ~—4r8(l0‘ in.-lbs. and cause decoupling. 
Decoupling may take place following engine trial-func 
tion and prior to complete feathering of the propeller. 
Upon feathering, coupling occurs automatically so that 
the unit is in readiness ‘for an air start, if such is called for. 

Synchronization incidental to multi-engine operation 
is accomplished‘ by selecting one engine as the source of 
master speed and slaving the other engines to the master 
engine. ‘The above description covers only basic features 
of the turbopropeller system. Other features ancillary to 
operation and control of'the'propeller under various con 
ditions will be referred to in the following description of 
the simulating system. 
The simulation of the gas turbine system per se which 

delivers torque to the propeller constitutes a separate 
invention‘ that is disclosed and claimed in a copending 
application, SN. 700,407 ?led December 3, 1957, by 
Robert F. A. Lem, now Patent 2,940,181 and assigned to 
the same assignee as the present invention. 
The simulating system herein described is shown by 

way 'of'example as of the alternating current (A.C.) 
type (except where'D.C. voltages are expressly indicated) 
although it will be understood that the system may com 
prise in whole or in part well known direct current (D.C.) 
techniques as,v desired. The system will be described in 
connection with its functioning under the control of a 
pilot and/or instructor for a complete simulated ?ight 
comprising ground start, take-off, cruising including in 
?ight conditions such‘ as feathering due to engine mal 
function, air-start, etc, landing and engine shut down. 
For convenience in description, the various relays, etc., 
of the system are shown in‘ the condition they would 
assume in normal ?ight. ' 

GROUND START. 
Referring to the drawings, the conditions requisite ‘for 

ground start are as follows: the condition lever 1, FIG. 1, 
is set at NORMAL, the power lever 2, FIGS; 1 and 5, is 
positioned for “ground-idle” which is within the indicated 
ground (GND) or Beta range for setting a ?at blade angle 
of about 0, the panic handle '3 is set at NORMAL, the 
master engine synchronizing (Ma ENG SYNC) switch 
4 is set at the engine No. 1 (ENG 1) position for ex— 
ample, and the electronic propeller governor switch 5 is 
setat the synchronizing (SYNC) position. A number of 
system relays are controlled according to the various 
positions of these‘levers and switches, and in the present 
instance the power lever causes energization of the Beta 
range relay 6 from the main relay source 151016 at bus 7 
through switch 11 and the relay 6 to ground. The switch 
11 is positioned to complete the circuit by the low side 
of the ‘cam 12 which is in turn connected to the power 
lever 2 ‘as ‘indicated at 13. 
At this stage, simulation of ?ring and starting of the 

turbine is in order followed by acceleration up to the 
“ground idle” speed. This is initiated by operating a start 
button 14, FIG. 1A, to energize the start valve relay 15, 
FIGS. 1A and 5, for simulating initial cranking of the 
engine. Subsequently the flame relay 16 is energized for 
“?ring” the turbine. The speci?c circuitry for controlling 
the ?ame relay is not essential for an understanding of 
the present invention and is disclosed in the aforesaid 
copending Lem application. ' 
The relays 15 and 16 control in a manner presently 

described various A.C. input voltages or signals that op 
erate an electrical computing servo system 17, FIG. 5, 
that represents turbine r.p.m. (N) which will ?rst be 
described. The system 17 comprises a summing ampli 
?er 18 for algebraically summing in well-known manner 
the AC. input signals variable in magnitude and phase 
relation, which are fed to the ampli?er input network 
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4 
generally indicated at 19, and a reversible motor-gener 
ator combination (MG) 20 controlled by the output of 
the ampli?er. An MG drive connection indicated at 21 
operates a plurality of potentiometers, hereinafter often 
referred to as “pots,” and cam switches, etc, including 
the answer pot 22, an r.p.m. switch cam 23 and an 
indicator 24 for representing turbine r.p.m. A speci?c 
form of MG control circuitry is later described in con 
nection with FIG. 3, although it will be understood that 
any suitable servo mechanism or system may be used in 
practicing the invention. It will for the present be 
su?icient to state that the scrvomotor is operable in speed 
and direction according to the magnitude and phase rela 
tion respectively of the resultant A.C. output signal from 
the N ampli?er 18 so as to position the slider contact 
22' on the pot 22, rotate cam 23 according to simulated 
r.p.m. range and position the rpm. indicator 24. 

Returning now to the initial starting operation, oper 
ation of the start valve relay 15' gang-operates the relay 
switches 25, 26 and 27, FIG. 5, to the lower positions 
thereof to engage their respective “b” contacts. This op 
eration of the switches 25 and 26 introduces a start signal 
N (ST) to the N input network 19 at terminal 28. In 
order to simulate the characteristic delay between the op 
eration of the start valve and pick-up in turbine speed, 
the switch 25- through its “b” contact closes the circuit of 
a heater element 29‘ for a conventional thermal time delay 
device 30. Heating of the element 29 causes closing 
of the thermal responsive switch 31 on its “a” contact 
so as to complete the start signal circuit that is energ'med 
by a constant voltage +E representing starter torque, the 
switch 25 through its ‘b” contact now being connected in 
series with the thermal switch 31. This starter signal 
operates the N servo system so as to move the pot slider. 
22’ upward from its zero grounded position and increase 
the derived voltage from source ——E constituting the 
answer voltage (—~ANS) that is applied to the-input net 
work by lead 32. When the starter input signal +N 
(ST) is equalled by the oppositely phased answer signal, 
the input to the N servo is zero and the servomotor is 
deenergized to indicate constant rpm. ' ' 

During thisiinitial operation wherein the turbine speed 
is represented as increasing from zero to about 2,000 
rpm. under in?uence of the starter, the dynamic char 
acteristics of the system are simulated by means of'a 
negative feedback signal from the generator of the MG 
unit to the input network. The resultant feedback signal 
is varied according to certain operating conditions by 
connecting one or more circuits including the usual input 
proportioning resistances in parallel with the permanently 
connected feedback circuit FDBK at terminal 33. One 
parallel circuit FDBKI connected to the input network 
at terminal 34 is controlled 'by the so—called “9,000 
rpm.” relay 35 so as to ground out the shunt circuit by 
switch 36 at its “b” contact when the relay is deenergized 
i.e., the rpm. is equal to or greater than 9,000 r.p.m., 
and to complete the shunt circuit at the switch “a” contact 
when the relay is energized to indicate less than 9,099 
rpm. Energization of the relay 35 is controlled by the 
N cam 23 and switch 23a. A second shunt circuit FDBK2 
is connected to the input network at terminal 37 by the 
?ame relay switch 38 through its “a” contact during the 
starting operation prior to energization of the ?ame relay 
16. Thus, for the starting condition while the turbine 
speed is accelerating up to about 2,000 r.p.m., maximum 
negative feedback is introduced for causing comparatively 
sluggish response of the servo system in simulation of the 
engine starting system. 
At about 2,000 r.p.m. the flame relay is energized to 

simulate ?ring of the turbine. The ?ame relay switches 
38 and 39 are thereby operated to their lower positions 
to engage their respective “b” contacts so that switch 38 
now grounds out the second feedback shunt circuit 
FDBKZ thereby decreasing the amount of feedback. 
Switch 39, which formerly had grounded out through its 
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“a" contact the combined start (ST) and ?ame (FL) sig 
nal circuit N (ST, FL) connected to the input network at 
terminal 40, now connects this circuit in shunt with the 
N(ST) circuit so as to increase the combined torque 
signal tending to accelerate the N servo. Acceleration 
of the servo now under decreased in?uence of feedback, 
continues at more rapid rate up to about 7,000 r.p.m., at 
which point the start valve relay 15 drops out (removing 
the cranking input signal) and the turbine is represented 
as being sustained by the flame condition. Speci?cally, 
as the start valve relay 15 is deenergized, the switches 25, 
'26 and 27 move to their upper positions to engage their 
respective “a" contacts with the result that switch 25 now 
grounds out the starter torque N (ST), switch 26 de 
energizes the thermal delay device 30' and switch 27 
moves from its grounded position to feed to the input net 
work at terminal 41 the main torque input signal 
N(PL,Q) that is derived from the potentiometer 42 oper 
ated as indicated by the torque (Q) servo 43. The pot 
42 is energized at its terminals by oppositely phased volt 
ages representing propeller load (PL) and is designed so 
that the derived signal voltage at slider 4-2’ represents a 
function of torque according to the characteristic curve 
of FIG. 6 [this] which is based on the relationship. 

for given values of blade angle Bp, true airspeed VT, and 
air density p. 

This torque signal is the primary signal for controlling 
the N servo during the normal, ?red condition of the 
turbine after the starting period. In order to simulate 
reversal of this characteristic signal in the negative quad 
rant according to FIG. 6, two oppositely phased PL volt 
ages are alternatively applied to the slider 42' through a 
proportioning resistance 42a and switch 42b when the 
torque passes through zero as indicated by the grounded 
position of the pot 412. The switch 42b is operated by 
the torque relay 4321 that is in turn controlled by the 
torque servo cam 43b and switch 43c as shown. The 
derivation of the PL signal will be later described in con 
nection with FIG. 4. 
The energizing circuits for the torque servo system 43 

are not disclosed herein but are disclosed in the aforesaid 
copending Lem application directed to the simulated gas 
turbine system. It is su?'icient for present purposes to 
state that the torque servo operates, according to the com 
puted engine torque, between positive and negative torque 
limits as indicated. 
An additional signal representing the airspeed effect on 

r.p.m., both for normal and windmilling conditions is t 
applied to the input network circuit AN(N, VT) at ter 
minal 43. This signal is derived from pot 44- at slider 44' 
of the blade angle (B1,) servo system 4-5 and is a function 
of blade angle and true airspeed (VT). The energizing 
circuits for the B1, servo are described later in connection 
with FIG. 3. The pot 44 is energized at its terminals 44a 
and 44b respectively by voltages representing airspeed 
factors and is designed so as to produce a suitable char 
acteristic signal for modifying the operation of the N 
servo. The voltages for energizing the pct 44 are in turn 
derived from other circuitry as later described. 

‘From the aforesaid 7,000 r.p.m. point, the N servo now 
under the in?uence of the torque signal at terminal 41 
accelerates more rapidly up to its “ground idle” speed of 
about 13,400 r.p.m. as the relay 35 is deenergized and its 
switch as grounds out the remaining shunt feedback cir 
cuit FDBKI. 
As desired, a simulated trouble signal of alternate 

sense may be introduced at any time by the instructor in 
the input network circuit N(INST) at terminal 46 by 
means of a pot 47 that is controlled by the instructor’s 
lever 48. The N servo may thus be fed trouble signals 
either to increase or decrease r.p.m. 
As previously indicated the N servo controls according 

to r.p.m. limits various phases of the ground-start up to 
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6 
“ground idle” r.p.m. This control is interrelated with the 
condition of the start valve relay and is shown by FIG. 1A. 
‘When the starter button 14 is pushed so as to initiate the 
ground start operation, its contact 50, which is electrically 
connected to the voltage source Ede at the bus 7, engages 
the contacts 51 and 52 which are connected respectively 
to the “a” contact of the “13,000 r.p.m.” switch 53, and 
the coil of the latching relay 545. The latching relay is 
connected at its opposite terminal to a switch 55 of the 
“7,000 r.p.m.” relay 56 that has its ground circuit com 
pleted by the N servo cam 57 and switch 58 when r.p.m. 
is less than 7,000. In this condition which prevails at 
start, the switch 55 engages its “a” contact to complete the 
ground circuit for the latching relay 54 which is now 
energized from the bus and holds the contact 50 in circuit 
through suitable means indicated at 54a. Accordingly, 
the starter button is latched-in as long as r.p.m. is less 
than 7,000. 
The 7,000 r.p.m. relay which is energized due to the 

position of the N cam 57 prior to‘ operation of the starter 
button, also closes switch 59 on its “a” contact that is in 
circuit with the start valve relay 15. As the 13,000 r.p.m. 
relay 60 is energized when r.p.m. is less than 13,000 so 
as to close its switch 53 on its “a” contact, it will be appar~ 
ent that the start valve relay 15 is now energized from 
the bus through the starter contact 50 and series 
connected switches 53 and 59‘. The ground circuit of 
relay 15 may also be controlled as desired by an instruc 
tor‘s switch 61 to represent the availability of pneumatic 
pressure for operating the starter. 

Energization of the start valve relay 15 represents 
opening of the start valve for cranking the turbine. 
When the simulated turbine speed attains 7,000 r.p.m., the 
N cam 57 cuts~out the 7,000 r.p.m. relay and the switches 
59 and 55 drop to their lower or “b” contact positions, 
thereby deenergizing the start valve relay 15 as well as the 
latching relay 54 which permits the starter button to 
return to its original position. 
Under certain conditions, the start valve relay may be 

deenergized when turbine speed is still under 7,000 r.p.m. 
and the start button is depressed. This is accomplished 
by the 13,000 r.p.m. relay that is controlled by the panic 
handle switch 62 and the N cam 6-3. The cam completes 
the ground circuit of the relay when r.p.m. is less than 
13,000 and the switch 62 connects with the bus "7 through 
the circuit breaker 64 in the normal position. Thus, the 
pilot may at any time, either by throwing the panic handle 
to PANIC position or by pulling the Emergency Shut 
o?f Valve circuit breaker 64, deenergize the relay 60 thus 
causing the switch 53 to drop out and deenergize the 
start valve relay. For present purposes, the operating 
limit assigned to the 13,000 r.p.m. relay is arbitrary as this 
relay also is used for other purposes in the engine system 
of the aforesaid copending Lem application. 

Immediately upon deenergization of the start valve 
relay 15*, FIG. 5, the relay switch 27 moves to its “a” con 
tact position and brings in the torque signal from pot 412 
which as previously described is a function of propeller 
load (PL). The PL signal which energizes the pot 42 is 
derived according to the following relationship: 

where VT is true airspeed, p is air density and BI, is propel 
ler blade angle. 

Referring to FIG. 4, servo circuitry for computing this 
equation according to propeller characteristic data in 
cludes a plurality of interconnected electrical systems rep 
resenting primarily the respective factors VT, p and B1,. 
The VT servo system 125 is operable between arbitrary 
limits of speed, such as from zero to 400 knots and con 
trols a signal pot 126 for deriving the signal f(VT). Cir 
cuitry for controlling the VT servo is disclosed for example, 
in Patent No. 2,731,737 granted January 24, 1956 to R. G. 
Stern. This VT signal is fed to the terminal 44b of pot 44, 
FIG. 5, and also to the input of an ampli?er 127 repre 
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senting the effect of airspeed on propeller RPM (RPMVT). 
The output of this ampli?er is fed to a transformer 
128, the secondary winding 129 of which is grounded 
at its mid—portion for producing RPMVT signals of op 
posite sense at its terminals. One of these signals is fed 
to the terminal 44a of pot 4-4, FIG. 5, and another is fed 
by lead 129’ to the pot 131 of the servo system 130 for 
producing a signal representing RPMvT(l/\/p—K). Cir 
cuitry for controlling the p servo is disclosed for example 
in Patent No. 2,788,589 granted April 16, 1957 to R. G. 
Stern. The pot 131 is suitably designed as indicated for 
producing a signal corresponding to the reciprocal of the 
square root of p, the constant K being represented by the 
offset from zero of the energizing tap at 131’. This sig 
nal is in turn fed to the input of summing ampli?er 132 
together with the RPMVT signal from the servo trans 
former 128. The resultant of these signals at the output 
of the amplifier 132 is represented by a signal voltage 
RPMvT/V; at the terminal of the secondary winding 
133 of the output transformer 134. This signal is used 
in the direct computation of PL as presently described. 

Referring again to the p servo 139, this servo controls 
through a connection 135 a function pot 136 for produc 
ing a signal 

1 ___K) (v; 
at the slider 136’. This signal is fed, together with a 
constant voltage signal +E representing the constant K, 
to a summingampli?er 137, the output of which appears 
as a signal 

on the secondary winding 138 of the output transformer 
139. This signal energizes the function pot 140 of_the 
Bp servo system 45 and the signal derived ‘at the slider 
140’ represents the effects of air density and blade angle 
on propeller load. This signal is in turn fed to the PL 
computing ampli?er 141. A second function pot 142 of 
the BI) system is connected as indicated by lead 143 to the 
secondary winding 133 of transformer 134 so as to b_e_ 
energized by the above described‘ signal RPMvT/Vp. 
The derived signal at slider 142’ ‘which is fed to the P1, 
ampli?er represents the effects of RPMVT, p and ‘Bp on 
propeller load, PL. The resultant signal appearing at 
the output of amplifier 141 represents PL and is fed to 
the output transformer 144 having a secondary winding 
245 that is grounded at its mid~portion so as to produce 
PL signals ‘of opposite sense at its terminals. These PL 
signals are used for energizing the circuitry of the function 
potentiometer 42 of FIG. 5v as above described. 

TAKE-OFF 

With the turbine now running at ground idle the aircraft is ready for take-off. This operation is ini 

tiated by advancing the power lever through the Beta and 
automatic governing ranges to the maximum or take 
of (T0) power position. During this movement the 
propeller pitch is ?rst increased by the power lever up to 
about 9° of positive pitch, after which the blade angle 
control is transferred to the automatic governing system 
for producing maximum propeller thrust at constant tur 
bine speed. In the simulation of this system, the power 
lever 2, FIG. 3, is advanced as above indicated to the T0 
position. During the initial movement of the power lever 
the blade angle (Bp) servo system 45 is directly under the 
control of the power lever as long as. it is in the Beta 
range. Speci?cally, the power lever 2 controls as in 
dicated, the slider 65' of a potentiometer 65 that is ener 
gized by a constant voltage +E so that the derived'volt 
age at the slider represents the blade ‘angle corresponding 
to the power lever position. This voltage constitutes the 
main input signal for the Bp system when operating in 
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the Beta range and is applied through the Beta range relay 
switch 66 and its “b” contact to the input network of the 
BD system at terminal 68. 
The Beta range relay 6 is energized, as previously de— 

scribed in FIG. 1, when the power lever is in the Beta 
range so that the Beta relay switches 66, 67 and 69 now 
are at their lower “b” contact positions. Thus a power 
lever (PL) signal is applied to the BF, input network by 
the switch 66, an “F1 (?ight idle) stop” signal is grounded 
out by the switch 67 and the answer pot 70 of the 13p 
servo is connected by the switch 69 to the input network 
for operating the BD system as a position servo in well 
known manner, according to the PL signal from pot 65. 

In the deenergized position of the Beta range relay 
the switches 66, 67 and 69 are at their upper or “a” contact 
positions whereby the PL and answer signals are 
grounded-out. A constant FI stop signal +E may be 
fed through switch 67 to the Bp system according to the 
position of the automatic ‘governing (AUTO) relay 
switch 71 of the AUTO relay 72 which will be later de 
scribed. This relay also controls the main input to the 
BI, system for automatic governing control, is. the pro 
peller under-speed (PU) signal. 
The Bp servo system which is in general typical of the 

servo motor systems used throughout the present simu 
lating system and which is conventional alternating cur 
rent two-phase servomotor system, will be brie?y de 
scribed. The servo system comprises a servo ampli?er 
75 that is energized at its input side from the aforesaid 
input network and functions as a summing ampli?er of 
well-known type as described in connection with the N 
servo ampli?er 18, FIG. 5. The ampli?er resultant sig 
nal, which may vary in magnitude and phase relation with 
respect to a reference voltage, energizes the control wind 
ing 76 of a servomotor 77 of the well-known two-phase 
type. The second or reference winding 78 of the servo 
motor is energized by a constant reference voltage e1 
that is dephased 90° with respect to the control voltage 
on winding 76. The operation of this type of motor is 
well-known, the rotation being in onedirection when the 
control and reference voltages in the respective phase 
windings have the same instantaneous polarity, and in 
the opposite direction when the instantaneous polarity of 
the control voltage is reversed with respect to the refer 
ence voltage, the rateof rotation in both cases depending 
on the magnitude of the control voltage. The motor 
control circuitry is shown in elementary form in the 
interest of clearness and it will be understood that other 
known servo systems may be used according to speci?c 
requirements. 

The servomotor 77 drives a two-phase feedback gen 
erator 79 also having a reference phase winding 81] that 
is energized by a 90° dephased reference voltage c2, and 
a second phase winding 81 for generating a velocity feed 
back voltage FDBK that is fed by lead 82 to the input 
network at terminal 83 for purposes of speed response 
control. The negative feedback signal which may vary 
1n magnitude and polarity according to the speed and di 
rection of rotation of the generator, represents rate of 
change of blade angle and may be modi?ed as herein 
after described to represent different speedresponse char 
acteristics of the Bp system. The servomotor also serves 
to gang-operate through the gear reducer 84 and suitable 
mechanical connections indicated at 85, one or more pots, 
switching cams, etc. In the present instance the slider 
7d’ of pct 70 is positioned so as to derive an answer 
voltage from the pct 70 that is fed by line 86 to the “b” 
contact of the Beta range switch 69 in the input net 
work. Accordingly when the Beta range relay is ener 
gized, the answer pot '70 is connected to the input net 
work for causing the Bp system to function as a position 
servo; when the Beta range relay is deenergized, the 
answer signal is cut-out, as is also the PL signal from 
pot 65, and the Bp system then functions primarily as 
an integrating servo in. the automatic governing range 
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under in?uence of the main propeller under-speed (PU) 
signal at the input terminal 87. 
The PU signal is derived by the circuitry later de 

scribed in FIG. 2 and is cut-in by the AUTO relay switch 
88 at its “a” contact when the AUTO relay '72 is ener 
gized, thus indicating that the system is in the automatic 
governing range. The switch 88 grounds out the PU 
signal at its “b” contact when the AUTO relay is deener 
gizcd, indicating transfer from the automatic governing 
range. The AUTO relay 72 also controls a switch 39 
that grounds out the answer signal circuit on its “a” con 
tact when the relay is energized and that completes the 
answer signal circuit through its “b’” contact when the relay 
is deenergized, thus ensuring operation of the B1: system 
as a position servo independently of the Beta range relay 
when the system is out of the governing range. At this 
time the B1, inputs are the signal '+E at terminal 73 from 
the “b” contact of the AUTO switch 71 through switch 
67, and the BI, answer signal through the AUTO switch 
89, “b” contact. The signal +E corresponds to the ?ight 
idle (PI) blade angle. These signals will cause the Bp 
servo to position at the ?ight idle angle when the AUTO 
relay is deenergized. 
Each potentiometer of each servo system is shaped or 

contoured so that the value of the derived voltage at the 
slider contact bears a desired relationship to the angular 
movement of the contact depending on the particulm 
function of the potentiometer, and has a voltage impressed 
across its terminals depending as to instantaneous polar 
ity and magnitude also on the function of the potenti 
ometer. The resistance element of the potentiometer may 
be of the well-known wound card type and of circular 
or band form but is diagrammatically illustrated in a 
plane development for clearness. A structural form of 
potentiometer that may be used in practice is shown by 
Patent No. 2,431,749 issued December 2, 1947 to R. B. 
Grant. , 

The contour of all function potentiometers represents 
the derivative of the function concerned and since this 
involves mathematical relationships the potentiometer 
cards are shown uniform for simplifying the disclosure. 
Speci?cally, the contour or width variation and there 
fore the resistance distribution of a potentiometer is pro 
portional to the derivative of the function of the char 
acteristic to be simulated with respect to the variable 
represented by the setting of the potentiometer. For 
example, let a linear function be assumed as where a 
derived voltage is to be directly proportional to the dis 
tance that the potentiometer contact is from a zero posi 
tion. The slope of the function curve then is the constant 
ratio of derived voltage to the increase in the independ 
ent variable represented by the contact travel from the 
zero position. The derivative of this relationship is the 
same for all contact settings so that the width of the 
potentiometer card in this case is uniform, making it 
rectangular in shape. Thus the Width of the card at any 
given contact position is determined by the linear or 
non-linear character of the function. 

Referring again to FIG. 3, the BD system output is sub 
ject to various controls for simulating conditions inci 
dent to operation of the PU and PITCH LOCK relays. 
The Bp servo motor control winding 76 is normally 
energized by the output signal from the ampli?er 75. 
However this winding may be short-circuited by a shunt 
connection including the series-connected switches 90 
and 91 when the respective PU and pitch lock relays 
92 and 93 are energized. In this condition, a protecting 
load resistance 94 is connected across the ampli?er out 
put and the motor winding 76 is shorted~out to stop the 
motor for representing a pitch lock condition. This 
circuitry simulates the ratchet operation incident to 
PITCH LOCK wherein blade angle can be increased 
but not decreased under certain conditions as described 
under “PITCH LOCK.” The control of the PU and 
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pitch lock relays 92 and 93 will be later described in 
connection with FIGS. 2 and 1 respectively. 
The speed response characteristics of the Bp servo 

are as previously indicated controlled according to feed 
back. The primary feedback circuit FDBK is perma 
nently connected in the input network to represent the 
speed response characteristics when the Bp system is in 
the Beta range and out-of-feather. When the system 
is represented as being under acceleration sensitive gov 
erning (ATE) control a ?rst shunt circuit FDBK1 is con 
nected at input terminal 95 across the primary feedback 
circuit by the ATE relay 96 and switch 97 as at its “a” con 
tact. This increases the amount of negative feedback, 
resuitinCr in greater damping of servo system. When 
the system is out of ATE control, the relay 96 is deener 
gized, FIG. 1, and switch 97 grounds out the ?rst shunt 
feedback circuit at its “b” contact. A second shunt feed 
back circuit FDBK2 is also connected at terminal 98 of 
the input network across the primary feedback circuit 
by means of the feather relay 99 and switch 100 at its 
“a” contact when the feather relay is energized as later 
described in connection with P16. 1. The switch 100 
grounds out the second feedback shunt circuit at its “b” 
contact when the feather relay 99 and also the feather 
pump relay H31 are deenergized. The relay 101 con 
trols a switch Hi2 that grounds out this circuit at its “b” 
contact and also ensures connection of the shunt circuit 
at its “a” contact when the feather pump relay is energized 
and the feather relay remains deenergized. The opera 
tion of the BI, system under in?uence of this variable 
feedback control will be more fully described in connec— 
tion with the feathering and ATE simulation. 

will now be seen that the BI, servo system is oper 
able with minimum damping when operating as a posi 
tion servo in the Beta range under direct control of the 
P1, signal from the power lever, and that when the con 
trol is transferred to AUTO, the Bp system, now operat 

as an integrating servo under control of the PU 
signal, is damped by the additional feedback introduced 
by the ATE relay to represent acceleration sensitive gov 
ernor control of blade angle. it will be apparent that 
damping also occurs when the feedback is increased 
incident to shunting in FDBKZ by energization of the 
feather relay upon call for “feather.” The FDBKz damp 
ing shunt is also connected in circuit when the feather 
pump relay tut is energized and the feather relay 99 
is deenergized incident to “Air Start” subsequently de 
scribed. 
When the power lever is advanced for take-off simu 

lation, various control relays relating to transfer of con 
trol to automatic governing are directly affected. Re 
ferring again to FIG. 1, when the power lever 2 is at 
T0 position, the governor connect (Gov. Con.) relay 
it'll? is energized and the Beta range relay 6 is deenergized 
by operation of the cams 1G6 and 12 respectively which 
are positioned by the power lever. The circuit of the 
governor connect relay is energized from the DC. bus 
'7 trough the normally closed propeller and engine (P 
and E) bus tie switch 8, lead 9, feather motor (Fe. Mot.) 
circuit breaker lltl‘i', panic switch 1% that is operable 
by the panic handle 3, feather switch (FEA. SW.) relay 
switch in? at its “a” contact operable by the feather switch 
relay lit}, condition lever switch 111 operable as indi 
cated by the condition lever and positioned at NORMAL, 
cam switch 132 at its “a” contact (or ?ight (FLT) posi 
tion), synchronizing switch 113 at SYNC position con 
trolled by the main synchronizing switch 5 and the relay 
winding 1&5 to ground. As the synchronizing switch 
is normally at SYNC (EG & S) position representing 
electronic governing and synchronization, and the 
switches 1538 and 111 at NORMAL positions, operation 
of the power lever cam 1% between the ground (GND) 
and ?ight (FLT) positions controls the governor connect 
relay under usual conditions. Concurrently, the power 
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lever cam 12 opens the circuit of the Beta range relay 
6 by moving the switch 11 from its “b” contact to the 
isolated “a” contact. 
The governor connect relay 105 in turn controls ener 

gization of the ecceleration sensitive electronic govern 
ing (ATE) relay 596, FIG. 1, through the switch 114 at 
its “a” contact and a series-connected thermal responsive 
switch 115 of a thermal delay device 116 connected to 
the bus 7. The thermal delay device 116 comprises a 
heater element 117 that is normally energized from the 
bus through the AC. generator bus tie switch 118 so 
as to cause the switch 115 to warp towards its “b” con 
tact and close the circuit. The delay at switch 115 fol 
lowing closing of switch 118 simulates the heating time 
of the electronic equipment represented by the ATE 
relay. Simulation of failure of the A.C. generator is 
done by the instructor opening the switch 118, thereby 
deenergizing the heater 117 which permits the thermal 
responsive switch 115 to cool and open the circuit at its 
“h” contact. 
The ATE relay 96 in turn controls energization of the 

synchronizing (SYNC) relay 120 through the switch 121 
at its “a" contact and a series-connected switch 122 
that is connected to the bus 7 and positioned according 
to the main synchronizing switch 5. Accordingly, the 
SYNC relay is ldeenergized when the ATE relay drops 
out, representing the non-governing condition, and also 
when the SYNC switch is in ‘other than the synchroniz 
ing position. 

Referring brie?y to FIG. 3, the propeller under-speed 
PU signal which is under control of the AUTO relay 
72 and switch 88 is as previously stated, the principal 
input signal for the Bp system when operating in the auto 
matic governing range. The sense of the signal indicates 
whether increased or decreased Bp is called for, and the 
magnitude of the signal determines the rate of the BI, 
change. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 2 ‘for description of 
the computing circuitry for deriving the PU signal and 
for controlling the PU relay 92. A summing ampli?er 
150 for computing PU is fed by an input network 151 
that may be energized selectively by various signals ac 
cording to different operating conditions, including Beta 
and automatic governing operation, feathering, propeller 
speed and synchronization control. As indicated, the 
PU1 computer 150 represents control for engine No. 1 
of the four~engine aircraft herein simulated, this engine 
being normally the master speed control for the other 
engines as hereinafter described under “synchronizing 
control.” 
151 is the RPM signal at input terminal 152 that is 
derived from the N1 servo pot 153. The N1 servo, 
which represents the turbine speed of engine #1 cor 
responds to the N servo of FIG. 5. The derived RPM 
signal at slider 153' represents the instantaneous speed 
of the propeller that is driven through reduction gear 
ing by the turbine. The N1 servo also controls a cam 
154 that operates a switch 155 according to certain 
limits of turbine RPM. When RPM is equal to or greater 
than 4,000, switch 155 engages its “a” contact so as 
to connect in circuit a constant A.C. signal voltage +5, 
and when RPM is less than 4,000‘ the switch engages its 
“b” contact so as either to ground the switch circuit 
or connect with an alternate constant signal voltage +13, 
depending on the condition of the “feather pump” relay 
191. Normally, the switch 155 is connected at its “a” 
contact to the aforesaid constant signal source +E. Ac 
cordingly assuming now that the control is in the auto 
matic governing range and that the Beta relay 6 is deener 
gized, the ATE relay (representing acceleration sensi— 
tive governing.) is energized and the feather relay 99 is 
deenergized, an automatic governing signal +E repre 
senting the reference r.p.>m. will be applied to the input 
network terminal 156 through a circuit comprising the 

The principal input signal to the network ' 
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N switch 155, feather relay switch 157 at its “b” con 
tact, ATE relay switch 158 at its “a” contact, Beta relay 
switch 159 at its “b” contact, and the usual proportioning 
input resistance at terminal 156. ‘This +E reference 
signal is opposite in phase sense to the —RPM signal at 
terminal 15?. so that the resultant or difference signal 
may be either positive or negative in sense depending on 
the magnitude of the RPM signal. This difference sig 
nal energizes the PU1 ampli?er 150 which is connected 
to an output transformer 160 and the ampli?ed PUI 
signal appearing at the transformer secondary terminal 
161 represents the called-for RPM change. This PU 
signal is ‘fed to the BE, servo system, FIG. 3, as previ 
ously described. 

Operation of the PU relay 92 according to the sense 
of the PU signal is accomplished through a phase sensi 
tive recti?er 162 that is connected to the output of the 
transformer 160 and to a thyratron 163. The PU signal 
from the transformer is thereby converted to DC. de 
pending inpolarity on the phase sense of the PU signal. 
The thyratron is triggered to “?re” and energize the relay 
92 when the signal is either zero or positive, and to 
shut off thus ldeenergizing the relay, when the signal is 
negative. Thus, when the summation of the signals at 
the input network ‘151 is zero (which is the normal condi 
tion) or of positive sense, the PU relay 92 will be ener 
gized, and vice versa. 
When the system is represented as being under me 

chanical governor control, as for example in the Beta 
range operation, the Beta relay 6 is energized, the ATE 
relay deenergized and the constant signal +E applied 
to the network terminal 164 through the N switch 155, 
feather relay switch 157, lead 165 and Beta switch 166 
at its “a” contact. In this condition, the automatic gov 
erning circuit at terminal 156 is grounded out by Beta 
switch 159 at its “a” contact. Another Beta switch 167 
connects through its “a” contact the lead 165 to the net 
work terminal 163 so as in this instance to connect the 
proportioning resistance at terminals 164- and 168 in 
parallel. This combined signal represents “safe limit" 
operation of engine speed in the Beta range. When 
control is transferred from the Beta range the afore 
said combined signal is grounded out at terminal 164 
by the series-connected Beta switch 166 and ATE switch 
169, and at terminal 168 by Beta switch 167, and in 
place thereof an automatic governing signal is applied 
at terminal 156; and if ATE control is lost while in the 
automatic governing range, the ATE and Beta relays 
are both deenercized and the mechanical governor sig 
nal alone is applied through the ATE switch 169‘ at its 
“b” contact and the Beta switch 166 at its “1)” contact. 
‘It will be assumed of course that the feather relay 99 is 
in its normal deenergized position as shown. When the 
feather relay is energized to indicate call for feathering 
of the propeller, the above described circuits at terminals 
156, 164 and 168 are grounded out, if not already 
grounded, by the feather switch 157 at its “a” contact. 
An additional signal may be applied to the input net 

work at terminal 17s to represent ,failure of the electric 
feather pump, i.e. failure of hydraulic pressure used for 
feathering. Normally this signal is grounded out by the 
feather switch 171 at its “b” contact, or, if at feather, 
by the feather pump switch 173, “a” contact. Assum 
ing now during a call for feather (energization of feather 
relay 9%), failure of the feather pump represented by 
concurrent energization of the feather relay and deener 
gization of the feather pump relay 101, the feather switch 
171 and feather pump switch 173 now provide from 
cam switch 155 a signal +E for the PU input network. 
This +E signal, through the PU and ED systems, causes 
the resulting PL input signal at the N serve, to run this 
servo to the 4-269 5:12PM} 12pm. position where {its} it 
remains thus simulating loss of the pump‘ which is needed 
for the completion of feathering. 
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The control circuits for certain of the relays above 

referred to will now be described with reference to PEG. 
1. The feather switch (FEA, SW) relay 110 is ener 
gized directly from the DC. bus 7 through the condition 
lever switch 175 when it is at FEATHER position. in 
all other positions of the condition lever the feather 
switch relay is deenergized. This relay in turn controls 
through its switch 176 and “b” contact the energization 
of the feather relay 5%, subject to control of the torque 
servo (Q) cam 177 and switch 178. This cam is con 
trolled by the torque servo 43 so that the switch is in 
series through its “a” contact with the switch 1% when 
torque equals or exceeds a predetermined value, i.e. 
-l250 in.-lbs. If torque goes below this critical value, 
thus calling for automatic feathering, the switch 17% en 
gages its “b” contact so as directly to energize the feather 
relay from the source Edc through the instructor’s Engine 
Negative Torque Control (ENTC) fail switch 1?‘). 
Normally the cam switch 178 is closed on its “a” con 

tact indicating normal torque conditions, and the feather 
switch relay is deenergized so that its switch 1'76 engages 
its normally deencrgized “a” contact. Therefore nor 
mally the feather relay can be energized only when the 
relay 110 is energized in response to call for feather, thus 
closing the switch 176 to engage its energized “b” contact 
and complete the circuit for the feather relay 529 through 
the cam switch 178. In case the simulated torque 
reaches or drops below the critical negative torque value 
indicated, the switch 178 transfers the feather relay to 
an alternate voltage source without reference to the 
feather switch relay. Thus automatic feathering is simu 
lated whenever the torque drops to a critical negative 
value. if desired, the instructor may move the switch 
179 to the “fail” position thus deenergizing the feather 
relay, it being assumed that in this case the negative 
torque is due to malfunctioning of the engine and that 
the pilot has not yet moved the condition lever to the 
FEATHER position. in such case the torque will be— 
come increasingly negative until a limiting value of 
-—4800 in.~1bs. is reached, at which time propeller and 
engine wlll be decoupled and torque will revert to zero 
as explained in the aforesaid Lem application. 
The feather pump relay 101 represents the hydraulic 

pressure prcduced by the electric feather pump, which is 
in addition to a pump driven by the engine. The relay 
101i is energized from the bus 7 through the normally 
closed switch 8, circuit breaker 107, panic switch 1%, 
feather switch relay switch 1&9 at its “b” contact (assure 
ing a call for feather and the condition lever switch 
180). The switch 180 is in circuit with the “b” contact of 
switch 3.09 except for the air start (AS) position of the 
condition lever. in the air start position, the feather 
pump relay is energized directly from the bus through 
the normally closed- circuit brca (er Hi7 and switch 105, 
regardless of the position of the ‘eather switch relay. 

The feather timer control (FE TIM CONT) relay 1%} 
is controlled directly from the bus 7 through the panic 
handle switch 2.82 when moved to the “panic'” position. 
This panic switch also supplies voltage to the “a” contact 
of switch 176 so that the feather relay also is automati 
cally energized when the panic handle is thrown to panic 
position, assuming the condition lever to be at NOR 
MAL. The relay 181 in turn operates its switch 133 
to engage its “b” contact, thereby automatically energiz 
ing the feather pump relay 101 from the bus when the 
condition lever is at NORMAL. Thus it will be seen 
that the feather timer control relay overrides other con 
trols when the panic handle is thrown for ensuring auto 
matic operation of the feather pump and feather relays. 
The flight idle (Pl) relay The’; is controlled according 

to the operation of the BI, servo 45. A servo operated 
cam 135 controls a switch 186 that is normally closed 
at its “b” contact to complete the ground circuit of the 
relay which is directly connected to the bus 7. When 
the blade angle is represented as less than the flight idle 
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value, the switch 136 is opened and the relay is deenen 
gized 
The flight idle relay in turn normally energizes the 

automatic governing (AUTO) relay '72 through the 
switch Elli’? at its “a” contact thus completing the bus cir 
cult to the grounded relay "72. The AUTO relay is de 
energized when the FT relay drops out in response to BP 
control. An alternate circuit including the PU switch 
194 also controls the AUTO relay. This circuit is open 
when the PU relay is energized (for “on-speed” and 
“underspeed” conditions) and is closed on the “a” contact 
to energize the AUTO relay for the “overspeed” condi 
tion. 
The pitch locl: relay 93, referred to in FIG. 3, ‘func 

tions to prevent ovcrspeed and is subject primarily to the 
control of the N servo 17. This servo operates a pair 
of cams 1% and 139 for controlling the switches 190 
and 191 respectively. The switch 190 is grounded and 
open when RPM is less than a critical value, i.e., 
14,400. The switch 191 is grounded and open when 
RPM is less than another critical value, i.e., 14,250. 
The pitch lock relay, which represents locking of the 
propeller by a ratchet device arranged so that when the 
ratchet is engaged the blade angle cannot be decreased 
but. however, may be increased, is energized directly 
from the bus through the grounded switch 190 when 
RPM is equal to or exceeds 14,400. Further control of 
the pitch lock re‘ay is provided by the relay switches $.92 
and 1935, the switch 192 engaging its “a” contact when the 
relay picks up to complete a holding ground circuit 
through the cam switch 191 which is now closed at its 
“a” contact. Thus the pitch lock relay is provided with 
a holding circuit for maintaining it energized between 
the RPM values of 14,400 and 14 250. ‘If however the 
propeller underspeed PU relay 92 is energized indicating 
Ol1—Sp6€Cl or a call for increased RPM, i.e. decreased blade 
angle, the pitch lock relay 93 will remain energized 
through an alternate holding ground circuit comprising 
the PU switch 1%, pitch lock switch 193, and its “a” con 
tact, notwithstanding the fact that RPM may have 
dropped below 14,250. if the PU relay is deenergized 
calling for decreased RPM (increased blade angle), the 
PU switch £34 is open and the pitch lock relay drops out 
when RPM becomes less than 14,250‘. This simulates 
the ratchet operation of pitch lock wherein the pitch lock 
is initially triggered by the N servo when RPM exceeds 
14,400 and blade angle is mechanically blocked and 
freezes at that point, subject however to release of the 
pitch loch if RPM decreases to less than 14,250 and the 
governor is calling for increased blade angle. If how 
ever the governor is calling for decreased blade angle 
(increased RPM) the pitch loclt will remain in ciTect 
thereby tending to prevent an overspeed condition, as 
described further under “PiT-CH LOQK,” FIG. 3. 
The one master engine (MA ENG) relay 1% for the 

simulated multi-engine system, further described in FIG. 
2, is normally deenergized as this relay represents opera 
tion of the No. 2 engine as the master speed control. 
Normally the No. 1 engine is the master control. When 
however the master control is to be transferred to the 
No. 2 engine the transfer switch 1% is operated to the 
ENG 2 position so as to energize the relay 195 directly 
from the bus as indicated. 

ENGINE SYNCHRONlZTh-IG CONTROL 

For a description of the simulated synchronizing con 
trol. ‘eference is had to FIG. 2. Normally as previously 
stated, the No. 1 engine is the master speed control and 
the oticr engines are synchronized with and slaved to 
the No. 1 engine. For this condition, the SYNC. relay 
12%} is normally energized and the master engine (Ma 
ENG) relay 1195 is deenergized as previously described 
in PEG. 1. Accordingly the SYNC, relay switch 200 
which is closed at its “b” contact, and the series-connected 
master engine relay switch 2M which is closed on its 
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grounded “a” contact, ground out the master engine gov 
ernor (Ma ENG GOV) signal at the input network 151. 
That is, there is no synchronizing governing signal for 
the No. 1 engine ‘when it functions as the master speed 
control. The other engines are for brevity diagram 
matically illustrated by the propeller underspeed PU 
systems for the respective engines. The No. 2 engine 
is represented by the system PU2 and the No. 3 and 
No. 4 engines which in the present instance are controlled 
in identical manner are represented by duplicate PU sys 
terns designated for convenience as PU“). 

\It will be understood that the SYNCMQ relay also is 
indicated as such for brevity and that an identical relay 
for the No. 4 engine is connected in the same manner to 
a corresponding PU system also representing the No. 4 
engine. 
The N1 master r.p.m. signal of engine No. -1 is fed 

to the other engine systems by means of a potentiometer 
202 that is operated by the N servo as indicated. The 
pot 202 is grounded at a pro-selected mid-portion repre 
senting the reference r.p.m. 13,820 corresponding to the 
setting of the electronic governor. The pot is energized 
at oppositely positioned terminals by constant voltage 
signals +E and —-B so that the voltage derived at slider 
202’ represents the master engine governor correction 
signal. This correction signal is applied by lead 233 
through the parallel connected master engine switches 
204 and 205 and the respective “a" contacts thereof, 
and the corresponding SYNC switches 2% and 207 
through the respective “b” contacts thereof to the PU 
systems of the Nos. 2, 3 and 4 engines. 

Referring to ‘FIG. 2A which indicates a suitable method 
of correction, it will be noted that a constant negative 
correction signal is applied to the respective slave engine 
up to a value approaching the reference -r.p.m. value 
13,820. The correction signal is gradually reduced as 
the reference value is approached in either positive or 
negative direction in order to avoid “overshooting." 
This application of the correction signal is simulated by 
the arrangement of the resistances 262a and 202b in the 
potentiometer terminal circuits. The point of connection 
of the resistance 2432b to an intermediate part of the pot 
represents the rpm. value at which the negative correc 
tion signal reaches its maximum value, the signal at 
lower r.p.m. values leveling oii‘ and remaining constant. 
The maximum positive correction signal is determined 
by the resistance 2012a and the upper limit of the pot as 
indicated. 
The slave engines are controlled by the No. 1 master 

engine as above indicated in FIGS. 2 and 2A. Primarily, 
the RPM setting of the electronic governor is repre 
sented by the governor signal +E which appears at 
‘terminal 156 of the Pill input system and at the corre 
sponding terminals of the other PU engine systems for the 
basic speed control. If now, N1 should decrease below 
this setting, a synchronizing signal of negative sense will 
be derived at slider 202' of pot 20-2 and this signal fed 
to the corresponding PU systems of the simulated slave 
engines, Nos. 2, 3 and 4. The resultant negative signal 
at the respective PU system input will then in each case 
produce a correction signal +PU (due to ampli?er 
phase reversed) and cause the corresponding blade angle 
13;, servo, FIG. 3, to indicate increased blade angle (for 
decreasing the rpm.) and the corresponding thyratron 
to shut-01f thereby deenergizing its respective PU relay 
indicating an over-speed condition. As the blade angle 
is increased, the corresponding N system, FIG. 5, receives 
a signal at its terminal 41 tending to decrease r.p.m. 
that is, the PL signal that is derived in part from Bp, 
IPIG. 4, is decreased so as to decrease the torque function 
signal for the N servo thereby tending to decrease r.p.m. 
and bring it down to the reference N1 value. The de 
creased r.p.m. signal is then returned to the input net 
work of the respective PU system, FIG. 2, thus complet 
ing that part of the servo loop. Synchronization is at 
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tained when each of the slave servo loops is stabilized at 
the rpm. of the master engine. 
When the master speed control is to be transferred to 

the No. 2 engine, the Master Engine Synchronizing 
switch 1%, FIG. 1, is moved to the ENG 2 position to 
energize the master engine relay 195. In this condition 
the master engine relay switches 291, 204 and 205, FIG. 
2, engage their respective “b” contacts so that the correc 
tion signal for the No. 2 engine is grounded out, and the 
systems for the No. 1 engine and the 'No. 3 and No. 4 
engines each now receive a correction signal from the 
pot 203 of the No. 2 engine servo N2, the switches 294 
and 2555 having cut~out the N1 signal. The N2 pot 208 
is similar to pot 2tl2 so that the derived signal at slider 
2%" represents the master engine governor correction 
signal ‘for the Nos. 1, 3 and 4 engines- now operating as 
the slave engines. As previously stated the SYNC relays 
of all engines are normally energized under electronic 
governing control, i.e. when the ATE relay 96', FIG. 1, 
is energized, the ATE relay in turn being controlled by 
the governor connect (GOV CON) relay 105 which is 
normally energized when the power lever is in the gov 
erning or ?ight range. 

NORMAL lN-FLIGHT CONTROL 

Following take-off, normal cruise conditions are simu 
lated by the normal automatic governing control above 
described incident to the pilot’s adjustment of the power 
lever within the flight or automatic governing range ac 
cording to speed and fuel conservation requirements. 
The condition lever and the panic handle are both at 
NORMAL, the Electronic Propeller Governing switch 
5 is at SYNC position and the AUTO‘ and ATE relays 
are energized. Within the automatic governing range, 
adjustment of the power lever simulates the control of 
the fuel supply to the turbine for producing torque as 
more fully described in the aforesaid copending Lem 
application. As the torque signal from pct 42 of FIG. 
5 is increase-d or decreased, the N servo is directly af 
fected and tends to respond accordingly to any change 
in this signal. The torque signal as noted is a function 
of both Q and PL. 
As the N servo is thus operated in either positive or 

negative sense, the resulting RPM signal is balanced 
against the automatic governing signal —[—E at the PU 
system, FIG. 2, so as to produce a resultant PU governing 
signal depending in sense on whether overspeed or under 
speed is indicated and being zero for on-speed. This 
signal in turn controls the PU relay and the blade angle 
Bp servo, FIG. 3. The 13,, servo in turn is used to com 
pute the PL signal, FIG. 4, which is fed back as above 
described to the N servo. Thus the servo loop is corn~ 
plete for representing the “dead-beat" characteristic of 
the propeller control system to be simulated. Simulated 
synchronization of the four engines takes place as pre 
viously described. 
Abnormal in-?ight conditions, such as feathering due 

to mail-functioning of the engine system, failure of feath 
ering control, etc., may be simulated by means of the 
apparatus previously described, a summary of which 
follows. 

FEATHERING 

When simulated engine trouble occurs, feathering is 
immediately initiated in order to avoid undesirable 
“windmilling” and drag of the propeller. Feathering 
may be accomplished either by the pilot through his 
condition lever which initiates the feathering action at 
the feather switch relay 110, or through his panic handle 
which causes direct energization of the feather and feather 
pump relays, or automatically through the torque 
servo when the negative torque due to windmi-lling ex 
ceeds a critical value, namely-4250 in.-lbs. If due 
to failure of the feather control simulated by movement 
of the ENTC switch 179 to FAIL” the negative torque 
continues to drop to an even greater critical value, such 
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as—4800 in.-lbs., tending to cause a yawing drag on 
the aircraft, ‘automatic decoupling of the engine and 
propeller occurs as described in the aforesaid Lem appli 
cation so that the negative torque is within safe limits 
while the prop is being feathered through the condition 
lever. During this operation the Q servo runs to zero, 
whereupon the engine and propeller are automatically 
recoupled so that the apparatus may be in readiness for 
an “air start.” 
Assuming now that the pilot has produced feathering 

through his condition lever as above described, the pro 
peller represented by the Bp system remains at the feather 
position, i.e. maximum pitch, as long the the condition 
lever is positioned at FEATHER. If the condition lever 
should fail to cause feathering, as by opening of the FE. 
MOT. circuit breaker 107, the panic handle may be 
used. When the panic handle is thrown to PANIC posi 
tion the feather relay is automatically energized from the 
bus as above described through the series-connected panic 
switch 182 and FE. SW. switch 176, and the governor 
connect (GOV. CON.) relay which determines ATE con 
trol, is deenergized by the panic switch 108, thus auto— 
matically transferring the control from ATE to “emer 
gency feather.” This operation of the panic handle also 
directly energizes through the panic switch 182 the 
feather timing control (FE. TIM. CONT.) relay 181 
which, through its switch 183, “b” contact, energizes the 
feather pump relay 101 which is generally energized to 
gether with the feather relay 99 during the feathering 
operation. 
The operation of the BD and N servos incident to the 

feathering operation is controlled by the relays which 
now are positioned as follows: the feather and feather 
pump relays are energized, the GOV. CON. relay is de 
energized with consequent deenergization of the ATE 
and SYNC relays. Referring now to FIG. 2, the EL. 
GOV. input at terminal 156 is grounded through ATE 
switch 158, “b” contact; the MECH. GOV. and SAFE 
LIM. inputs are grounded through FEA. relay switch 
157, “a" contact; the FE Pump Fail input is grounded 
through FE. PUMP relay switch 173, “a” contact; and the 
Ma. Eng. Gov. input is grounded through the SYNC 
switch 200, “a” contact. Accordingly, the sole remaining 
active input signal —RPM at terminal 152 now produces 
an overspeed signal in the PU system which cuts out the 
thyratron and deenergizes the PU relay and also ener 
gizes the B1) system at terminal 161, FIG. 3, so as to 
increase Bp toward feather, and consequently reduce the 
PL signal so as to in turn reduce rpm. at the N servo. 
When the PU relay drops out, FIG. 1, the alternate 

circuit for the AUTO relay is closed through switch 194 
ensuring energization of this relay to allow feathering 
from the Flight Idle blade angle. Referring now to 
FIG. 3, the +FI STOP input is grounded through AUTO 
switch 71, “a” contact; the +PL input remains grounded 
through B range switch 66, “a” contact; and the —ANS 
input is grounded through AUTO switch 89, “a” contact. 
The remaining input signal :PU, which corresponds to 
the overspeed PU signal above referred to, is fed 
through the AUTO switch 88, “a” contact, to drive the Bp 
servo toward maximum blade angle, i.e. feather. As the 
B1) servo runs toward feather, the PL signal which is de 
rived from the Bp pots 140 and 142, FIG. 4 is accord 
ingly decreased toward its minimum value. 

Referring to the N system, FIG. 5, the active input 
signals are now the “VT effect” at terminal 43 and the 
torque signal (derived from the Q servo and the afore 
said PL signal) at terminal 41. As the PL signal de 
creases with increased Bp and the Q signal decreases due 
to fuel cut-off, the N servo under the reduced torque 
signal runs down toward lower r.p.m. under in?uence of 
its answer pot 22; also the derived “VT e?ect" signal at 
pot '44 is gradually reduced toward zero as the slider 
44' is moved toward the upper grounded position repre 
senting maximum Bp or feather, thus reducing the re 
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18 
sultant input signal at the N servo to a minimum value 
and causing the N servo to position accordingly. The 
propeller system is now represented as being feathered 
and at minimum or zero r.p.m. 

If on a call for emergency feathering for any reason, 
the electric feather pump should fail, feathering is par 
tially completed by the engine-driven oil pump so as to 
cause r.p.m. to drop to about 4200 where it remains 
constant. At this r.p.m. there is insufficient pump pres 
sure to produce further feathering. This operation is 
simulated by feeding a FEA. PUMP FAIL signal +E 
from switch 155, FIG. 2, to the PU input terminal 170 
through the series-connected feather pump and feather 
relay switches 173 and 171. As this signal is less than 
the -RPM signal, the resultant input signal is negative, 
an overspeed condition is indicated by the PU output 
signal and B1, is increased toward feather. This causes 
the N servo to run down until rpm. is about 4200, at 
which point the PU governing signal is zero and the BD 
servo indicates a ?xed pitch, thus simulating the limit of 
feathering by the engine-driven pump. All feathering 
operations take place as above described when the electric 
feather pump is lost. 

Referring again to FIG. 5, the engine shaft r.p.m. 
system, represented by N, is shown as being energized 
primarily by the aforesaid “active input signals.” vThese 
are essentially three main torque or force signals, can 
stituting the engine torque (Q) and propeller load torque 
(PL) signals combined at input junction 41, and the 
“VT e?ect” 0r wind-milling torque (which depends on 
blande angle [3 and air speed VT) signal at input junc 
tion 43. Accordingly the indicated shaft r.p.m. is deter 
mined directly by the above three torque signals, depend 
ing on the magnitude and sense of the respective signals. 

AIR START 

As above indicated prerequisites for the “air start” are 
that the propeller be at feather and of course the pro 
peller and engine units normally coupled. As the torque 
at feather is zero, the units will be assumed coupled and 
the turbine r.p.m. at zero. Air start is initiated by mov 
ing the condition lever to the AIR START position, there 
by opening the condition lever switch 111 to ensure 
deenergization of the governor connect relay 105, and 
hence the ATE and SYNC relays 96 and 120 respec 
tively, and closing the condition lever switch 180 at its 
AS contact to energize the feather pump relay 101. The 
power lever is positioned at its ?ight idle FI position 
thereby maintaining the cams 12 and 106 at the FLIGHT 
position thus ensuring deenergization of the Beta range 
relay, FIG. 1. The panic handle is of course returned to 
its NOMAL position so that the feather relay is now 
deenergized. As the blade angle is greater than the FI 
value, the AUTO relay will be energized through the FI 
relay. 
With energization of the feather pump relay 101, FIG. 

2, and with the rpm. now less than 4000 a MECH. GOV. 
signal +E is fed to the PU input terminal 164 through 
the FE. PUMP switch 172, “a” contact, N cam switch 
155, “b” contact, FEA. switch 157, “b” contact, ATE 
switch 169, “b” contact, and Beta switch 166, “b” con 
tact. As above indicated, the other inputs are grounded 
out except for the -~RPM signal which is zero. Ac 
cordingly, the resultant input signal is +E which pro 
duces a large underspeed signal at the PU output, thereby 
picking up the PU relay. This signal also energizes the 
Bp servo through the AUTO switch 88, “a” contact, so 
as to decrease blade angle and bring the propeller out of 
feather, the other primary signals including the -—ANS 
signal being grounded out so that the B1) servo now inte 
grating, runs toward lower pitch under in?uence of the 
PU signal. During this operation, the BD servo is damped 
a certain amount by the shunt feedback FDBKZ that is 
connected in circuit by the feather pump switch 102 to 
simulate the un-feathering rate. 
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Referring now toFIG. 5', it‘ will be seenth'ati as B, de-‘ 
creases, the. “VT effect” signal from: pot 44. is increased, 
thusi*simulating-the windmilling torque. tending to drive 
the turbine. Accordingly, the N servo. runs’ upward 
from its‘. zero position toward a’ value at. which the 
FLAME: relay may‘ be assumed energized,- the Q. servo 
operating and‘ the servo now running. up to» normal 
speed. under in?uence of the torquebsignahfromi pot 42'. 
When the. “air start” has. been. accomplished‘ (evidencedv 
by thelengine-temperaturei as. described in: the aforesaid 
Iiem application). the condition lever is‘ thrown from, AS. 
NORMAL and. the power lever is‘. advanced. As: the. 

condition lever switch->180, FIG‘..1,.is moved to NOR 
the-feather‘ pump relay‘ 101‘ is deenergized, thus: 

removing the-MECH; GOV. signalat the PUv input; the.‘ 
GOV. CON relay 105 is energized by'thev condition lever» 
switch. 111 and the system operates: as. described. under» 
“Normal In-Flight Control.” 

In the-operations so far described, the. conditions of.‘ 
the feather and feather‘ pump relays may conveniently 
belisted as follows: 

'- 3 Feather 

aléiiihiiii. AIEWIEI’HRQ‘ 
'ergized , y er‘ 

PITCH? LOCK 
above indicated; “pitch lock” is‘ freezing; of: they 

blade angle at a critical r.p.rn. so. as to prevent any fur 
ther r.p.m. increase that otherwise might occur if Bp were 
decreased‘. Normally, the pitchl'o'ek -relay.‘is'ide'energized, 
FIG; 3,.sorthat its switch; 911 perm-its normal function 
ing-,iof the BI, motor windingv'76. 'I‘hcrconditions ~forien 
ergization. of the pitch lock relay 93 have previously?‘ 
been‘explainedint-connection with-FIG. 1'. Summarizing‘ 
brie?y;.the-relay'is'picked up when r:p.m. reaches‘ 14,400“ 
and: is‘; locked in by. a holding'circuit that is" effective 
until rpLm. drops‘ below 14,250; also an alternate holding‘; 
circuit for the pitch lock relay/ is effectivein case the PUT 
relay. 92?. is energized, ire. indicating underspeed with. call» 
for decreased'pitch. Thus the. pitch‘lock' relay can be 
deenerg-izedv only. when: the PU relay: drops outto indi-' 
cate» call: for increased» pitch and r'.p.m. drops below" 
14,250.‘ 

Referring to FIG; 3‘? the. “pitch lock?’ control. of‘ the; 
B9 servo will'now" befapparent. With thepit’ch lock and; 
EU relays both energized to indicate blade. anglie~“freeze,” 
thev Bl, servo motor controlwi-ndingiti is‘ shorted‘iout by 
series-connected switches 90 and 9-1 and the blade angle 
is locked imposition. However; if? theJ-PU" relay‘ should 
become deene'rgizcdwca'll for‘ increased‘ B'p), the pitch 
lock» relay remainingienergized; the winding 76- can~be 
energized-throughthe “b” contact of switch 90 andthe Bi, 
servo. motor is now operative to increasethe'rblade angle 
and thus‘ ‘reduce r.p.m. to~=the point where‘ the pitch» locle 
relay- also drops out. Thus- with “pitch loc ”‘in effect, 
the Bpsewo- can increase blade angle to reduce. r.'p.m. 
but‘v it: cannot‘ enhance the: overspeed condition by. de-' 
creasing the blade ~angle,.thereby simulating mechanical»: 
ratchet; operation for “pitchv lock.” 

LANDING 
When “landing”'is to ‘be. simulated, the‘. power lever is" 

retarded-to ?ightidleOFI) positionlwhich causes'ythe-Ql 
servo; to-run down, the torque signal to decrease, FIG. .5, 
andthe NC servo to run down to‘ an underspeedinpm. 
The B‘, servo under in?uence. of the; PU‘ underspe'edi 

signall thenlrunsi toward. lower pitchtunitl : N is stabilized 
at on-speed. If a blade angle: lower»- thanthe F-I'value' 75'v lever‘ to the automatic. vgoverning ATE control. This 
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(‘a-bout'9"). is? called for, Bi, isiblbcked mechanicallyv at 
this limiting value. in the aircratt.- This is simulated by 
the B1‘, controlled FI-relay='184, FIG. 1, which drops out‘ 
the AUTO relay'at'theIFI. value. thus stopping the. nor-' 
mal governing operation. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, it will! be seen that AUTO‘ 
switch. 71inseries withiBeta switch-67 feeds to the B, 
servo-a signal +E representing the ?ight idlev stop angle 
The normal PU input is now grounded outv by‘ AUTO‘ 
switch. 88", so. thatv the. BI, servo. functions through... its 
answer circuit (switches 89¢and 69') to position at the F1; 
angle. 
Assuming ‘now that the power lever'is subsequently ad; 

vanced. somewhat above the FI position on. a call‘ for 
more. power, the resulting Q increase. causes r.p.m. to 
increase, FIG. 5 and PU to indicate overspeed, FIG. 2, re 
sults' in the. PU relay 92’dropping out and‘ the AUTO’ 
relay. to be. energized through its alternate circuit, FIG. 1. 
This cuts out the FI stop signal and reconnects' the PU? 
input to the- BP servo so as increase B1,, thus returning 
the system to normal governingoperation. 

Summarizing, the FI STOP signal that is introduced in 
place of the PU signal when the‘ power‘ lever is retarded 
to its FI position, causes the Bp servo to run down to its,~ 
FI' value. whe'reit is stabilized to'block" further. decrease’ 

However, by reason of the PU‘ and of blade angle. 
AUTO relays, the F1 STOP signal'may be. cutout to re-. 
store‘ the PU signalt and‘thus permit“ increase of blade 
angle. on a call for‘ m'ore'power; ifv such is needed. 
When the simulated ?ight reaches ground, the’power 

lever‘ is‘further. retardediso that1it1 is now inithe'Betaror 
ground range wherein the cams 12v and 106 are‘posi-i 
tioned. to close the respective. switches 11: and‘ 112" at’ 
GND, FIG. 1,’ automatic governing controliiscutvoutg 

- the Beta relay is‘ energized‘andiblade angle-control is di 
rectly: subject'toxthepower lever, FIG-3'. In thiscondi 
tionlthelvBpservotnow av position servo) can be run down“ 
toward ?at-pitch under control of'the‘P-L signal'toreduce' 
forward thrust, and desired.- can. be further run» to 
“reverse pitch” to produce-reverse or brakingv thrust. 
A secondary effect of reverse thrust is simulatedby 

means‘ ofthe Bp pot 44, FIG. 5, that is grounded. at- a1 
point: to represent ?at or ‘zero pitch. The lower terminal: 
of this pot-is energized. by the signal --V;r so“ that when‘. 
the B1, servo indicates reverse pitch, a “VT, effect” signalj 
of negative sense'is fed to the'Nv servo, thus opposing! 
the torque signal from pot 42‘ and‘tending to reduce 
rpm. However, r.p.rn. remains substantially constant‘, 
by reason“ of the scheduled fuel how in the-Beta ran-ge 
as described-in the aforesaid Lem application. 

MECHANICAL GOVERNOR’ AND SAFE LIMIT 
CONTROL 

Referringrto FIG; 2, themechanical governor (MECH'L 
, GOV.) signal +03 from theN cam switch 155' may be 
applied under both groundl'and‘ ?ight conditions of the 
Beta- relay 6, depending on the automatic governing ATE? 
relay, assuming that‘ rpm’. is: greater than 4,000‘which is. 
usually the case. Thatds... if ATE control is lost in. ?ight, 
the ATE inputis grounded and the MECHLGOV. signal‘ 
is then automatically» fed‘ through the‘ ATE‘ and‘ Beta: 
relay. switches 169 and 166 respectively. to the PU‘ input. 
terminal 164. This‘ signal represents. man. of‘ about‘. 
13,600 and governs'the-PU' system accordingly‘ in the 
absence of the ATE control. 
When operating solely in. the. Beta or ground-range‘ an 

additional SAFE LIMIT signal is applied‘? to the PU1 
system so that the combinedfM-ECH. GOV. andSAFE 
LIMIT signals represent an upper‘rpm. limit of‘ 15,000.! 

1 Therefore it due to some malfunction,- the ‘engine should‘ 
try to overspeed beyond~15,~000_ rpm. the PU thyratron 
and relay“ would be deenergized,. causing the. AUTOv 
relay to I‘ be» energized through its alternate circuit and? 
thereby'return- the blade angle control: from theip‘ow’er“ 
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SAFE LIMIT input at the PU terminal ‘168 is conven 
iently connected in parallel with the MECI-I. GOV. input 
so as to be energized by the aforesaid +E signal. In the 
?ight range the SAFE LIMIT input is unnecessary and is 
grounded out by the Beta switch 167. 

SYSTEM SHUT DOWN 
When the system is to be shut down after “landing,” 

the condition lever is moved to GND STOP, the power 
lever remaining at the “ground idle” position within the 
Beta range and the BI, servo being at ?at pitch under 
control the PL signal. The propeller control is not 
affected when the condition lever is moved to GND 
STOP, as NORMAL control continues in effect. How 
ever, the engine fuel supply is shut off so that the Q servo 
runs to zero (as described in the aforesaid Lem applica 
tion) which in turn causes the N servo also to run to zero, 
thereby simulating complete engine shut down. 

SYSTEM FAIL CONTROLS 
In the aircraft, certain circuit breakers are connected 

in the electrical system for overload protection and when 
they trip open produce various conditions affecting the 
propeller control. Referring to FIG. 1, these conditions 
are simulated by means of a number of circuit breakers 
indicated as connected in the circuits of certain key or 
principal relays. These circuit breakers are normally 
closed to complete the respective circuits and are opened 
under simulated overload conditions, malfunctioning of 
the electrical system, etc. 

Referring ?rst to the master synchronizing (Ma SYNC) 
circuit breaker 197, opening of this breaker simply de 
energizes the Ma ENG relay 195 (assuming that the 
synchronizing control is under the No. 2 engine), with 
the result that the synchronizing control is automatically 
transferred back to the No. 1 engine. 
The feather motor (PE MOT) circuit breaker 1&7 

affects the FEA PUMP relay 101 and the GOV. CON. 
relay 105 which in turn controls the ATE and SYNC 
relays. Accordingly when the FE MOT circuit breaker 
107 is opened the GOV. CON. relay is deenergized and 
both ATE and SYNC controls are lost and the system 
is automatically transferred back to mechanical govern 
ing control as above described. Closing of the FE 
MOT circuit breaker restores the ATE and SYNC con 
trols. The Fea PUMP relay is not necessarily lost when 
circuit breaker 107 opens and may be energized through 
an alternate circuit under control of the panic handle 
as presently described. 
The emergency feather timer (Em Fe Tim) circuit 

breaker 198 affects the aforesaid alternate circuit, i.e. 
the panic handle control circuit for the FEA PUMP 
relay 101. This alternate circuit is effective only when 
the panic handle is thrown to energize the feather timer 
control relay 181. Thus, opening of circuit breaker 198 
prevents “panic” operation of the feather pump. The 
normal control circuit for the FEA PUMP relay 1111 
is through the feather switch relay contact 10-9 under con 
trol of the condition lever. Accordingly if both the 
Fe MOT circuit 1Jreaker 107 and the Em Fe Tim circuit 
breaker 198 trip open at the same time, the FEA PUMP 
relay cannot be energized, thus simulating inability to 
use the electric feather pump while the circuit breaker is 
open. 
The emergency feather circuit breaker 199 affects both 

the Fe Tim Cont relay 81 and the feather relay 99 for 
panic handle control. That is, the feather pump relay 
and the feather relay cannot be energized through the 
panic handle when the circuit breaker 199 is out. How 
ever, alternate circuits as above described may be avail 
able for energizing these relays under control of the con 
dition lever if the circuit breaker 199 should open. Thus 
the effects of opening the aircraft’s overload protection 
circuit breakers for the propeller control system are 
simulated by means of switches in the circuitry of the 
principal control relays. 
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It should be understood that this invention is not lim 

ited to speci?c details of construction and arrangement 
thereof herein illustrated, and that changes and modi? 
cations may occur to one skilled in the art without de 
parting from the spirit of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. Flight training apparatus for simulating the propeller 

system of turbo-propeller aircraft having a simulated 
power lever movable through control ranges represent— 
ing “ground” and “?ight” conditions, respectively, and 
turbine torque computing means, comprising simulated 
propeller load computing means, an electrical computing 
system representing turbine r.p.m. responsive to a torque 
signal that is produced by said torque computing means 
jointly with a propeller load signal that is produced by 
said propeller load computing means, a second electrical 
computing system representing automatic governing con~ 
trol jointly responsive to a signal representing turbine 
r.p.m. from the rpm. system and a signal representing 
a reference rpm. for in turn producing a simulated 
rpm. overspeed or underspeed error signal, a third 
electrical computing system representing propeller blade 
angle responsive to said error signal for adjusting simu 
lated blade angle, the aforesaid propeller load computing 
means being responsive to a signal representing propeller 
blade angle from the blade angle computing system for 
computing the simulated propeller load, and means con 
trolled by the power lever for alternative control of said 
third system so that said system is controlled by manual 
operation of said power lever in the “ground” range 
thereof, and is controlled by said error signal when the 
power Elevel] lever is in the “?ight” range. 

2. Flight training apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 
having a ?rst relay means adapted to be controlled ac 
cording to the overspeed or underspeed sense of the 
automatic governing signal, a second relay means repre 
senting automatic governing adapted to be controlled 
by the blade angle system when said system is at a posi 
tion representing the blade angle as exceeding “?ight 
idle” blade angle, said ?rst relay means when under con 
trol of an overspeed signal adapted to control the auto 
matic governing relay when blade angle is represented 
as at ?ight idle or less, so that said governing relay is 
in condition for simulated automatic governing control 
of the blade angle system at less than the ?ight idle 
value. 

3. Flight training apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 
having means for simulating the propeller “flight idle” 
angle stop comprising switching means for applying a 
constant signal to the blade angle system, said switching 
means being controlled by the power lever in the “?ight” 
range thereof and according to the simulated automatic 
governing control in the non-governing position thereof 
jointly to apply said signal. 

4. Flight training apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 
having signal deriving means operable by the power 
lever, and relay means controlled by the power lever 
in the “ground” range thereof for applying according to 
the position of the power lever a derived signal to they 
blade angle system for simulating direct control of blade 
angle by the power lever for “groun ” operation. 

5. Flight training apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 
wherein the blade angle system is a servo motor system 
alternatively operable as an integrating and position servo, 
and switching means controlled according to the position 
of the power lever and according to the sense of the 
simulated automatic governing control for causing the 
blade angle servo to function as a position servo when 
the power lever is in the “ground” range and also when 
the power lever is in the “?ight” range and the automatic 
governing control is in the non-governing position, and 
as an integrating servo when the power lever is in the 
“?ight” range and the governing control is in the govern 
ing position wherein the automatic governing signal con 
trols the blade angle servo. ' I 



6‘: Apparatus-“speci?ed in claim lhhaving relay means 
controlled‘ according to- the respective operating ranges 
ofthevpo'wer lever for selectively applying the automatic 
governing error signal to- the third electrical computing 
system representing'propeller blade anglerwhen the power 
lever is in the “?ight” range, and for applying a signal 
according to the, position-‘of the power‘ lever representing 
manual-control of: the blade anglewhenthe power lever 
is; in the: “ground-i’ range. 

7». Flight training. apparatus as speci?ed in claim I hav 
ing; computing» means for. producing a‘ signal-representing 
air:v density, whereinrthe. propeller blade angle’ computing. 
means is; also responsive. to-turbine rpm. and air density 
signals; 

8.~Flight- training. apparatus as. speci?ed in claim 1 
wherein- the means for‘ producing the automatic gov 
erning. signal’ comprises" an. electrical system having an 
input-network energized‘ by the rpm. signal and’ alterna 
tively' byr signals’representing respectively electronic ac 
oeleration sensitive governing and mechanical‘ governing, 
a‘ndmeansunder controliof the-pilot for selectively. apply 
ing the: alternative‘ signals:- according to. the simulated 
operating;condition"v of the propeller system and» aircraft. 

Viv-Flight training. apparatus; as‘ speci?ed in claim 8"v 
having. means' controlled: by the.‘ power‘ lever in the 
“ground.’>"'rangeithereof for also‘ applyingsto the network, 
a‘ signal representing anv upper" safe limit‘ of turbine rpm. 

10. Flight trainingsaapparatus as- speci?ed in claim 8'in 
o'ornbinationswithlduplieate' apparatus for simulating mul 
tiple. ~turl$o=propeller1 units having» simulated“ synchronizing 
means? including: means :1 for selecting i one» apparatus‘ as‘ a 
master speed control, means" controlled by the rpm. 
system» of- thatl apparatus for‘! producing'a signal repre 
senting; a‘ correction‘ et'ron'withz respect to a reference 
rtpmrrepresentingathelsetting off the ‘electronic ‘governor, 
and“meansicontrolledsby' said selecting Y means. for apply-l 
inghs'aidf error‘ signalllto‘thef respective networks of they 
other duplicate! apparatus, for producing? governing sig 
nets. tending-.16‘ rtiai'n‘tainv all duplicate ,- apparatus at‘ simu 
lated- synchronous r‘.p\.m.'. with respect to‘ the- selected‘? 
apparatus’. 

191-. Flight training apparatu‘sl'as‘lspeci?edl in‘ claim‘ 8' 
having, relayl‘means adapted to be’contr'oll‘ed when the 
poweri'leveris'l-in the “ground” 'ra-ngefo'r applying» signals: 
representingi-mechanical~~ governing‘ and safe’ r'.p-.m. limit» 
respectively to the network, said relay means beingcon 
trolled s'ol as‘ ‘are in an'1 alternate position when the 
power ‘lever isli-m-‘the‘ “?ightwrang'e, a‘se'cond relay means ‘1 
adapteolterbeieommllem when'the. condition lever is at‘ 
“normaWandithei?rstinamed‘relay means under “?ight” 
control“ for. cutting out’ said mechanical governing and‘ 
s'a'fe-hiniti signals1 and E for applying " a signal representing 
electronici goveming- to the‘ network; both‘ said" relay 
means being interrelated so thattif'the’second relay means: 
is inlal control‘positiontrepresenting loss of the simu 
lated' electronic governing control withthe resultant cut 
ting rout ‘of’ the -'electronic governing‘ signal ,' the mechanical 
g'overning-signalf is‘! appliedv jointly by both said relay 
means toythe‘l-n'etwol'k. 

112;‘ Flight- training apparatus as‘ speci?ed in claim 8 
wherein'lthefmeans‘lunder control of the‘ pilot comprises‘ 
a1 conditionilev‘er‘ movable to positions representing “air 
starsm‘normal’t and‘ “feather” and - the ' aforesaid power‘ 
leverg/said 1‘ condition-lever in the “normal” position there 
of‘“eoincident"with'the powerlévcr-‘in the “?ight”? range" 
controllingmeans for selectively applying to the network‘ 
the‘ electronic?‘ governing signal,v and said power lever 
in?th‘e “groundl”rangel’lthereof controlling means» for cut‘ 
ting? 'outlthe-T electronic governing“ signal ' and applying the 
mechanical '1 governing“ signal. 

13. Flightitraining'r apparatus as- speci?ed; in claim 12 
having means“ controlled? by‘ the condition lever at the? 
“feather” position‘ thereof = for cutting" out- the electronic 
and: mechanical; governing’ signals so that" the: automatic. 
governing signal resulting from: the: dominant r.p.m. 
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signal represents an overspeed condition, said overspeed 
governing signal energizing theblade angle system so as: 
to operate said system to- an increased blade angle posi 
tion representing; “feather.” 

14. Flight training apparatus as speci?ed in claim 13 
having means representing an electric feather pump for 
applying a signal to the automatic governing input net 
work for representing “failure" of the electric feather 
pump, coincident with pOsitiOning of the condition lever‘ 
at “feather,” the resulting governing‘ signal causing the 
blade angle system to run to an intermediate blade angle 
position and the r.p.m. system to run to a low speed 
indication thereby simulating partial feathering by the 
engine oil pump upon failure of the electric feather 
ump. 
15. Flight training apparatus as speci?ed in claim‘ 1 

having means for applying a signal representing “starter” 
torque to the turbine r.p.m. system under- control of the 
rpm. system and means for applying an additional sig 
nal representing added torque due to simulated ?ring 0f 
the turbine. 

16. Flight training apparatus as speci?ed ‘in claim 15 
having. means controlled jointly by the blade angle sys 
tem and by a‘signal representing airs'peedfor producing. 
and applying to the rpm. system a' signal representing‘ 
the airspeed eifect-on the propeller rpm. 

17. system for electrically simulating the opera 
tion of a'propeller pitchlock system having a rotatable 
device subject to' on-oif mechanical ratchet control'where 
in the ratchet is made effective to blockrotationand 'cor 
responding blade. angle change in one direction andv to 
permit rotation in the opposite preferred direction and 
alternatively, to be made ineifective thereby permitting. 
rotation in either directi0n,~comprising a'reversible elec 
tric motor representing said rotatable device and'having 
a control winding, means for applying control signals to 
said- motor alternative in sense tending to. cause cor- 
responding rotation of the motor in one direction or the 
other, a pair of. relays having interrelated‘ switchingT 
means for selectively deenergizing; said control winding 
so as to lock said servo motor in position; and for enerw 
gizing said winding to rotate the motor in- said‘preferred‘ 
direction,‘ one of said relays being controlled accord 
ing to a simulated-propeller pitchlock-condition, and the 
other lrelay being controlled. according to the sense of 
the motor direction signal for permitting operation of the 
motor only in the'preferred direction during simulated 
pitch lock. 

18. A system vfor electrically simulating the operation 
of a rotatable device subject to mechanicalrratchet con 
trolwherein the ratchet is operable selectively to block 
rotation in but one direction, to permit rotation in either) 
direction and to block; rotation in both directions,‘ com 
prismg a reversible electric‘ motor representing said ro-' 
tata-ble device and having a control winding; a relay 
switching system for selectively controlling. according‘ to, 
a plurality ofv simulatedconditions» thev sense of energiza 
tion of said winding, and for blocking rotation of‘v said 
motor, said system including means‘ jointly responsive to‘ 
a motonwinding input signal, of predetermined sense‘ 
representing one of said conditions and a signal repre 
sentmg another condition for permitting rotation in but 
one direction, said other condition signal when of oppo-e 
site sense‘ controlling said means for‘ pcrmitting'rotation 
in_ alternate directions‘, said means being responsive: 
Jointly to said last named condition signal‘ and to the 
input signal of sense opposite to said- predetermined 
sense for blockingrotation of said motor notwithstanding. 
application of motor input signals. 

19. In electrical apparatus‘ for simulating the- perform 
ance'o-f aircraft having an engineipr'opelle'r combination’, 
means for computing andindz'catir'tg- propeller shaft" r.p.m. 
comprising a system for computing andlpro'ducing- a signal 
representing. the magnitude» and senseof engine torque‘ 
acting on the propeller shaft, a second-system for“ re'prea 
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senting propeller blade angle responsive to simulated power 
demand, a third system for representing propeller shaft 
r.p.m., means responsive to joint operation of the blade 
angle and r.p.m. systems for producing a signal represent 
ing the magnitude and sense of propeller load torque act 
ing on said shaft, a source of simulated aerodynamic 
factor signals and means controlled by said blade angle 
system and simulated aerodynamic factor signals for pro 
ducing a signal representing the magnitude and sense of 
torque acting on said shaft due to propeller wind-milling 
effect, said r.p.m. system being jointly controlled by the 
aforesaid three torque signals for computing and indicat 
ing propeller shaft r.p.m. 

20. Apparatus as speci?ed in claim 1 9 having a simu 
lated power control lever and a simulated fuel flow system 
responsive to positioning of said lever by the pilot, the 
torque computing system being responsive jointly to the 
operation of said fuel flow system and the r.p.m. system. 

21. Apparatus as speci?ed in claim 19 wherein the 
r.p.m. system comprises an electric servo motor system 
that is subject to change in position and indication accord 
ing to the magnitude and sense of the resultant of the 
three torque signals. 

22. Apparatus as speci?ed in claim 21 wherein‘ the 
r.p.m. and blade angle systems have signal producing 
means and the signals therefrom interrelate said systems 
so as to adjust the r.p.m. servo position according to simu 
lated blade angle. 

23. In electrical analog apparatus for simulating the 
performance of aircraft having an engine-propeller com 
bination, means for computing and indicating propeller 
shaft r.p.m. comprising an electric servo motor system 
having a shaft and r.p.m. indicator for representing r.p.m. 
according to angular positioning of said shaft, an electric 
servo motor system also having a shaft that is angularly 
positioned according to simulated blade angle, a source 
of signals that are representative of simulated aero 
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dynamic and ?ight factors, means for producing a signal 
representing simulated engine torque, means for produc 
ing a signal representing propeller load torque according 
to joint positioning of said r.p.m. and blade angle servo 
systems and to the magnitude of an aforesaid factor sig 
nal, and means for producing a signal representing wind 
milling torque acting onv the propeller shaft according to 
positioning of said blade angle servo and to the magnitude 
of an aforesaid factor signal, said r.p.m. system being re 
sponsive to the resultant of said three torque signals for 
positioning the servo shaft to indicate propeller r.p.m. 

24. In electrical apparatus for simulating the perform 
ance of aircraft having an engine-propeller combination, 
means for computing and indicating propeller shaft r.p.m. 
comprising interrelated and interacting propeller blade 
angle and propeller shaft r.p.m. servo motor systems, a 
source of signals representing a function of true airspeed, 
said servo systems in combination with said function sig 
nal being adapted to produce signals representing respec 
tively propeller load torque and propeller wind-milling 
torque, means for producing a signal representing engine 
output torque, said r.p.m. servo system being jointly re 
sponsive to the resultant of said torque signals for posi 
tioning the servo to represent propeller r.p.m. 
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